Point mass calculations are used to model switched implosions on several pulsed power machines. The model includes a lumped circuit representation of the pulsed power source. A simple switching model is used to describe a standard plasma flow switch. Implosion kinetic energies are obtained at a convergence ratio of 20 to 1. Heuristic arguments are used to estimate the plasma temperature at pinch, the totd x-ray output and tlie radiation pulse width. Switched models are presented for Pegasus 11, Shiva Star, Procyon and Atlas.
I. INTRODUCTION
A simple point mass model is used to calculate switclied implosions on a variety of pulsed power machines. The kinetic energy and velocity of the load at a convergence of 20: 1 are used to estimate the plasma temperature of a pinch, the total x-ray output and tlie pulse width. The discussion includes proposed Atlas par'meters, but results for Pegasus I1 and Shiva St'u switclied implosions, as well as for Procyon high explosive (HE) driven generator driven implosions are included. For some of these experimental data and extensive 2-D models exist and may be used to put tlie Atlas results in perspective. llie point inass model couples a single loop, lumped extemal circuit equation for a capacitor bank or HE generator to dynamic equations describing tlie load implosion. A dynamic model is included for the motion of the switch down tlie coax and for the transfer of current to the load (switcliing). Tlie equations are expressed in units of g, cm and ps. In this system the natural units include: current in lG7 amps @MA); voltage in lo4 volts O k V ) ; inductance in nH; capacitance in mF; and resistance in inn. Tlie unit of energy is the energy unit, 1 eu = 1012 ergs = 0.1 MJ. Computational results will be expressed in conventional units. The pressure gradient in the plasma which produces bounce is not included in the point Inass mode1.l Therefore, the calculations are followed only to a radius of about 0.25 cm, corresponding to a convergence of 20: 1.
This gives a pinch radius typical of some two-dimensional perturbed implosion models. R = 8 111 i2 Specific inductive store systems are represented by the equivalent circuits shown in Figure 1 (Atlas parameters for tlie capacitively driven system) and Figure 2 (Procyon parameters for tlie HE system). System specific values for the circuit parameters will be defined below. Tlie bank or HE system is modeled by a single loop potential drop equation which relates the bank parameters or storage inductor parmeters to llie current <and the cliange in inductance of the load. The inductance change of the switch is also included. The darnping resistor has not been included, Pemment address: Dcpnrtment of Chemical and Nuclear Engineering, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico. 'Simple terms can be included in the model chat would produce a bounce and pinch. The most physical is associated with a axial magnetic field seeded inside tlie load foil at Lhe beginning of tlie implosion. Olhier, heuristic tenns can also be constructed to represent the plasma pressure. These do not include the effects of sliocks formed when the plasma stagnates on axis, and rhus should not be considered reliable.
although the equations below could be easily modified to include it. The current predicted without the damping resistor will therefore be an overestimate.
The point mass model discussed below is useful in underst'anding tlie coupling between prime power source, switch and load and the overall performance characteristics of the implosions, Extensive numerical models of these phenomena using l-D and 2-D codes, as well as data from different pulsed power regimes, has shown that the behavior of the implosion is strongly dominated by instability effects. We have used the results of these studies as a guide in picking, for examplc, the convergence ratio at which to evaluate the radiation output from tlie model. In addition to their heuristic value, a comparison of the models below may be useful in studying trends.
Section I1 describes thc point mass model for switched implosions in general. Section I11 discusses the results from switched iniplosions on Pegasus 11, Shiva Star, Procyon and Atlas. Section IV summarizes the results.
POINT MASS MODEL
The point mass model2 consists of a lumped circuit equation for the pulsed power system and the dyn'amic equations for the switch and the load. We consider a capacitively driven system first. The circuit equation is
where Q is the instantaneous charge on the bank, C is its capacitance, I is the current, R is the bank resistance and L is the tod inductance in tlie system. The latter is given by Figure 3 . Schematic of a typical power flow cliannel and coax containing a PFS and a load foil. The PFS is located initially at zo and iiioves to the left.
Here Lo is the inductance of the bank and of the power flow channel, and L~F S is the inductance associated with tlie instantaneous position of the switch plasma. The last term on tlie right side of (2) contains two quantities: the total inductance of tlie load region, Lload, which is defined by die instantaneous position of the load; and a switching function, f(z), w li i cli describes the instantaneous fraction of tlie bank current that has been transferred to the load. The product describes the inductive change associated with switching into the load region. The inductaice L p k~ depends on the switch's motion, and is given by (see Figure 2) were zo is the initial position of tlie PFS, z(t) is its instantaneous position in tlie coax, and Ri aid are the inner and the outer radii of the coax, respectively. In delining (3), the motion of tlie coax is understood to be from right to left with respect to its original position. For all of the examples below Ri = 7.62 cm ' and & = 10.16 cm. essentially tlie Alfveii time scale3. Assuming tliat the switch remains open during the implosion, tlie otlly effect Of tlie PFS after switching is to produce a slight additional inductance as it moves across tlie load slot and the field is stripped off by the down-stream vanes (see Figure 3 ). Thus switching may be modeled in tlie following way. First, when the PFS open into the load region there is an increase in inductance which is associated with the volume between tlie PFS and the initial position of the load. Tliis will occur over some time scale, which is input for this model. We assume that the inductance change is given by the volume bounded by the inner radius of the electrode and tlie instantaneous position of tlie load:
1I.A. Switching
Here Az is the width of the load slot (Figure 2 ), and r(0) is the initial position of the load foil4 To model switching we multiply this inductance by a fonn factor, f(z(t)), which depends on the instantaneous location of the PFS, z(t), and on a length scale5 Azs over which complete transfer of current to the load region occurs:
Here 6 is an efficiency factord (unity for complete switcliing). The parmeter z1 represents tlie axial point at which the switch begins to open. Typically this will be taken as the up-stream edge of the load region. Thus f(z) is essentially zero for z fxr from zl, and then transitions to unity as the PFS moves a characteristic distance Lizs. The form of the switching function ( 5 ) has been chosen for convenience. Other functions which vary smoothly from zero to one could also be used.' "lie switching time is then determined by this distance and the velocity of the PFS as it crosses the load slot. Since the load does not move significantly during tliis time,s tlie radius r(t) in (4) is essentially constant until switching is nearly complete9. Note that the time derivative of f(z) is non-zero during switching, so that &load / dt is non-zero even if the load radius r is a constant.
As tlie PFS moves down the coax the inductance behind it increases, and this reduces the current tliat can be supplied by the bank. We assume tliat tlie batik inductmce corresponds to all of the volume up to the back of the PFS . When switching begins there will be a further decrease in current. Finally, as the implosion proceeds, the load inductance will increasc as the radius of tlie load decreases, and a further decrease in current will occur.
Once the bank current has been obtained the load current is obtained as the product of the switching function and the bnnk current:
Thus the load current follows from a consistent solution of the circuit equation and the dyiianiic equation for the switch mass. Note that the latter also depends on die bank current. As the bank current decreases, so will the load current.
I&) = f ( z ( t ) ) I(t)
(6)
11.1%. Circuit Equation
Substituting the results above into tlie circuit equation (l), and expressing the current in terms of tlie charge on the bank, gives the equation for the circuit coupled to tlie inductive changes associated witli the PFS and the load: 3Tliis aspect of the point mass switching model is contained in tlie parameters appearing in f(z) defined in (5) below. 41n the model r(0) = r(ts), where tS is the time at which switching begins. 5TIiiS should not be confused with the lieiglit of the load slot, which is denoted by Az 6Typically we expect 0.9 < 6 < 1.0. We also assume that once the switch has opened it remains open. Tliis aspect of the model could be relaxed. 7A pliysi~~lly based model for the switch function, based for example on a time v'lrying resistivity, could be developed for use here. *Vaporization of the load foil occurs during this switching period, and actual inward radial motion tends to occur only after most of the current has been transferred to the lond. 9The model actually does allow the load to move during switching. Typical calculations show that for load masses of interest very little motion begins before switching is complete.
This represents tlie coinplete circuit equation. It depends on tlie dependent variables z(t), describing the motion of the PFS down tlie coax, the switch function f(z), aid r(t) describing the niotion of the load during the implosion. The resistance of the system could be extended to include tune dependent effects, such as a fuse or the vaiable resistance of tlie load during tlie implosion. For the system considered below the load resistance is approxirnately R = 111 / A, where 1 = 2 cin is tlie load height, and A = 2rcrArs is the cross section areii of the current carrying region. W e n the resistivity q is largest, A -5 cni2 and R is less than about 0.05 ma. The actual value varies during the implosion, but is generally small conipared with the bank resist"
Dyn'unic equations for the variables appearing in (7) are described next.
1I.C. Equations of Motion
For planar motion of ai ideal PFS down the coax, the z component of Uie acceleration will be independent of radius and llie radial acceleration will vanish. Using tlie relation for a toroidal magnetic field 2 I = r Be, the point mass axid equation of motion is wliere mpFS is the total mass of the PFS. This assunies that the Inass distribution is close to l/r2, so that die axial motion is essentially planar. The dependent variables are the current, I([), and tlie axial position, z(t). No provision has been made to modcl flux stripping as the plasma moves past tlie vanes and out of the coax.l0 In die models below the PFS usually has not moved fiir enough during the implosion of the load for this to be necessary.
The radial equation of motion for the load, whose mass is denoted by niL, is
wliere Az is the height of die load foil, aid IL(t) is the current in the load. Tlie dependent variables are the radius r(t), arid tlie current IL(t). As noted prcviously, tlie model does not include a plasma pressure gradient which would be needed to sitnulate the bounce at pinch.
1I.D. High Explosive Generator Driven Systems
The Procyon system, wliicli has been described elsewherel l , is ~iiodeled by a single loop circuit containing a storage inductance, Lst, a time dependent closing switch S(t), aid a power flow inductance Lo (Figure 1 ). nie models above are used for tlie PFS and the load. An initial current, Io, is set in the storage inductor aid the switch S is open. The problem starts by ranping up a closing switch function S(t), which delivers current to the PFS with a 10% to 90% rise-time of about 1.6 ps as observed in the PC3 experiment. Tlie closing switch function, fs(t) is chosen to be of the form
The switch begins to close at to, wliicli we set to zero, arid At represents tlie time scale for closing. Tlie factor CS represents efficiency of closing For simplicity we set tlie resistance of the system, R = 0. The equivalent circuit equation is then For the HE system, L(t) includes the inductance of the PFS, tlie power flow channel, the load, and the effects of the closing switch S(t). Tlie current in tlie PFS is given by fs(t) I, and tlie current in the load by fs(t) f(z) I. In evaluating (1 1) we include the rate of change of both fs(t) and f(z).
Finally, we note tliat tlie models above can be easily modified to describe capacitively driven or HE driven l0A simple stripping model could be included using a fonii factor, fs(z), which would supply a right-ward acting force on the PFS starting at a specified point in the coax, and bringing the plasma to a halt over some length scale.
Such a tenn would be included on the right side of (9) to reduce che ' axial acceleration. l l J . Goforth, et. al include: interaction of tlie switch plasma and tlie electrodes as it moves down tlie coaxial barrel; tlie effects of distributed, background plasma density on the switch's efficiency and its ability to remain open during the implosion and pinch; effects of magnetically driven Rayleigh-Taylor and wall induced instabilities on the load plasma; instabilities induced by the switch plasma during switching; and absorption of pinch radiation by switch plasma. 
OUTPUT FROM SWITCHED IMPLOSIONS
Although the point mass model does not include radiative losses, we c' m make order of magnitude estimates for quantities of interest from Liie results above and several simple assumptions12. skuting with the relationship between the specific kinetic energy of the imploding load and its thermal energy per gran we can estimate the central temperature of the pinch. Here Cv is a pseudo-heat capacity, whose value is known from detailed calculatio!is. We use values for the pseudo-heat capacity in the range 1200 -2000 eu g-l keV-1 (108 -1.7 x lo8 erg K-l), and the load velocity at 20: 1 convergence. Results of two-dimensional calculations indicate tliat tlie amount of energy radiated often equals or exceeds tlie kinetic energy near pinch. We shall assume that all of the kinetic energy at 20: 1 convergence goes into radiation, and set q = 1.
As a specific example, consider an Atlas switclied implosion of a 2 cni high, 5 cm radius load witli a mass of 14 mg. We assume a 200 mg switch plasma, initially located 6.3 cm to the right of tlie upstream edge of the load slot (Q -zl in Figure 2 ). The switcli mass was arrived at by requiring that the PFS reach the load region with an axial velocity of 8 -10 cxii / ps, but before pe' ak current delivery into a dead short. The initial bank voltage was Vo (12) we can estimate the temperature of the pinch to be in die range 1.6 -2.7 keV. In this model tlie peak current in the load is 30.6 MA. A summary of results from tlie point Inass model is given in Figure 4 .
The model has been used to evaluate Uie pcrfomimce of other pulsed power systems. Tlie parameters for each are listed in Table 1. Table 2 compares output a i d power for Atlas switched implosions witli results for other pulsed power systems in Table 1 . It also lists esriniates of the pinch temperature, Tc, peak current in the load, Iinax, staglation time, L-, switching time, T~, and the surface temperature of the pinch. Tlie latter is defined by Cv T = (1/2) V' (12) where the surface radius reff = 0.25 cni, 0 is tlie S tefiin-Boltzmann constant and E is in eu.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The point mass model for switched implosions has been applied to pulsed power systems whose stored energy ranges from 3.0 MJ to 29.2 MJ. For most of these systems 2-D calculalions are available, and have been used to motivate the choice of parameters for the point Inass models. The tokil radiation output predicted by the model is in reasonable agreement witli experiments or calculations. Tlie tliennalization times are about 10 times too short, which results in estimated powers that are large by about the sanie factor. The absolute value of the plasma temperatures are also expected to be too high.
Two-dimensional radiation MHD models of switched implosions identify several features which can have a dramatic effect on the quality of a switched iniplosion that are not included in the point mass model.13 These l2TIiese are based in part on experience with 2-D perturbed models of implosions. We &innot phce too much credence in the quantitative nature of these estimates, but the trends exhibited between the systems modeled below may be useful. 
